Highlights
2019

Seconds out

➢ fight24 offers both: Live-channel and Catch up VOD
➢ Live-channel 24/7 in HD with more than 200 premieres p.a.

➢ Friday is fight-day: every week 4 hours of new programme
➢ Over 5.000 VOD-Events for Catch-Up
➢ Focus on sports not on show
➢ MMA, Boxing, Kickboxing, Muay Thai
➢ Plus Interviews, Talks, Tutorials
➢ Including KSW – Europe’s biggest MMA-Series
➢ Focus on German speaking territories

KSW: Europe‘s biggest MMA-Series

Konfrontacja Sztuk Walki (KSW) is the largest
MMA-series in Europe.
The KSW has gained in popularity in recent years,
on 27 May 2017, the 39th Gala of KSW in the
Polish National Stadium with 56,000 spectators
instead.
The anniversary edition will be in London at
Wembley-Arena. The duel of ex-UFC stars is the
main event of KSW50: De Fries is undisputed KSW
heavyweight champion, has already fought in his
career against UFC mega-star Stipe Miocic. Now
Henrique wants to challenge him for his second
KSW appearance the title.

Power FC
On the Fightcard: 12 professional fights in Boxing, Bare Knuckle, K1, Full Muay Thai
and MMA.
The reigning Full Muay Thai world champion Henry Bannert (AT) defenses his title
against Simon Henkel (D). Also the Bare Knuckle Fight by Marco Aschenbrenner
against Karl Stahl as well as the boxing fight of the local hero Ben Hanebuth in the
heavyweight.

Enfusion

Enfusion 84 and Enfusion Talents in Darmstadt with 1800 visitors is broadcast and
presented globally in over 40 countries. fight24 covers the Undercard of this
events.

Respect FC

Respect FC was one of the major MMA-series in Germany,
now it returns after a three-year break.
German top fighters such as Stephan Pütz, Nick Hein, Max
Coga, Katharina Lehner or Abu Azaitar debuted at Respect
FC and from there started their way to international
leagues.
Respect FC 19 in Limburg shows top duels on the fightcard:
Middleweights Tim Richter and Jan Zander will compete in
a Contender Fight, Eddie Pobivanez and Amir Shah Bayat
go for the title in Super-Bantamweight. Marc Doussis and
Saaed Younesi meet in a title-fight in Heavyweight.

Fair FC

The 9th edition
of Fair FC takes
place in Bochum
and offers the
well known mix
of all martial
arts such as K-1,
boxing
and
especially
MMA.

Get in the Ring

Hamburg will be the venue for GET IN
THE RING for the first time. National and
international fights will inspire the city.
Cruiserweight title-fight between Enrico
Rogge from Berlin and local hero Florian
Kröger – who will wear the belt in the
end?

Meryem Uslu wants to keep the belt in
Hamburg after her title win against the
Norwegian Anne Line Hogstad earlier
this year.

Kingz Fight Night

Round 5 of Kingz Fight Night.
Highlight of the evening will be
the 8-man tournament in the
weight class up to 63,5 kg.
The winners of the elimination
tournament may be rewarded
with 3.000 € and the Kingz Fight
Night title, but the road to
tournament victory will be tough.

